Service Catalog

CLOUD
AUTOMATION
Build a resilient IT infrastructure
powered by intelligent automation

BUSINESSES
ARE BEING
TESTED LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

According to a McKinsey

report, Cloud

automation, through its “self-healing” nature
of standard solutions, increases service quality,
delivering benefits such as:

The modern-day business enterprise is
often challenged with the task of managing
a sprawling, heterogeneous environment
with multiple modes of operations. While
the Cloud itself has the power to cater to the
growing demand for IT resilience, managing
cloud services is a hassle as it involves dealing
with a complicated mesh of multiple manual
processes and workflows.

70%

reduction of IT incidents
and higher productivity

30-40%
lower IT overhead costs

The Challenge
The majority of enterprises are managing services manually, which:
Are time-intensive
and incur
unnecessary costs

Are riddled with
inefficiencies such
as tedious server
configuration or
network setup

Result in lower
productivity and
costly management
of cloud services

CLOUD
AUTOMATION
BY VISIONET
Sustainable innovation,
unparalleled growth
Visionet’s Cloud Automation services are in
line with its expertise and transformational
capabilities as a seamless transition over
cloud guided by automation is what we
deliver.
With our proprietary Cloud Management
Platform,
we
reimagine
your
IT
infrastructure with intelligent automation
of critical operations and transform them
into autonomous, NoOps cloud operations
to deliver maximum efficiency and
resilience.

AUTOMATE
TIME-CONSUMING
TASKS.
ERADICATE
HUMAN ERRORS.
SCALE
CONFIDENTLY.
ENHANCE
SECURITY.
RESOURCE
UTILIZATION.

Self-Service Cloud
Foundation Catalogue
(AWS & Azure)

Cloud
Governance

•

Automated provisioning & deprovisioning (Network, Compute,
Storage, Database, DNS, and more)

•

Cloud budgeting &
forecasting

•

20+ Hardened Cloud IaC Templates
(Terraform-based)

•

Resource utilization

•

•

Self-service request fulfillment
from JIRA

Cost optimization
recommendations

Managed Cloud
Security

Enhanced Cloud
Monitoring & Observability

•

Continuous security compliance
(organizational & industry)

•

Prometheus, Alert Manager,
and Grafana dashboards

•

Cloud security posture
management

•

Log analytics enabled

•

DevSecOps

•

ITSM integration using JIRA
service management

•

SecOps

MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF
YOUR CLOUD INVESTMENTS
WITH A PROMISING ROI
80%
auto-resolution
of business
requests

~40%
savings on
operational
costs

99%

30%

Zero

guaranteed
SLA adherence

faster time to
market

business
disruption

•

Enable automatic resolution of multiple business requests with a no-code approach
towards cloud operations

•

Identify avenues of automation and improve your cloud infrastructure with
complimentary consulting hours

•

Minimize your licensing costs with automation capabilities driven by open-source and
cloud-native tools

Client Success Stories
Pharmaceutical

Biotechnology

•

1,000+ hours of manual effort
saved with automation drivers

•

•

25% savings achieved by
automation-led cloud migration

$3 billion of life-saving
research enabled by
24/7 cloud operations
powered by automated
solutions

Fashion & Apparel

Reinsurance

•

•

Zero security incidents
leveraging automated threat
detection and protection
mechanisms

15% average cost savings
by automated cloud cost
optimization powered by
Azure HPC

STEP INTO
THE FUTURE
WITH
VISIONET

Visionet is a trusted partner of global retail & CPG,
financial services, food & beverage, transportation &
logistics, and pharmaceutical brands, in delivering
disruptive digital transformation. With 6,500 brilliant
minds and a 25-year long track record of innovation,
delivery, and exceeding our customers’ expectations,
our excellent approval ratings are reflective of our
impeccable service quality.

We are proud to hold strategic partnerships with global technology principals and have strong
credentials for delivering best-in-class cloud solutions that have helped clients shorten time to market,
deliver memorable experiences, enhance their competitive edge, and achieve business success
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Let’s talk: +1 609 452 0700
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